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to society. The individual has become more The situation nrevailino in nn
ZnTr ,'haR ,er / hiS based oTZZ
SME** he doet"0t exPerience is thus characterized by two main
this dependence as a positive asset, as an principles: first, means of nrodurtinn
?a?hTas aeth?LtatnPhr0teCtiVe but ™ priva^ry owned" anS Ih2
pvlr, tn h- th * * hl® natural ri8hts, or owners dispose of them as they see fit
even to his economic existence. Moreover, second, the labor contract is free Of
e ot,PsticaTndrLrCnftyhiS that the course, there is no such things °f
egotistica1 drives of his make-up are capitalist society in this*
“V bem>5 acceniuated- while his particular, it should be noted that the

progressively^deterkTratp118 AH® T®^’ workers- thr0u8h 1°"8 and bitter political
behie! whatpvpr tï V 1 human struggles, have succeeded in securing a
nrp 8c ™hatever their position in society, somewhat improved form of the "free
deterioration8Unknown^8 Pr°CeSS °l labor contract” for certain categories of
their own PvnSm Th 8 Vf Pflsoners of workers. But taken as a whole, the present
lnnpi A jgotlsm' they feel insecure, day economy does not differ much from
lonely, and deprived of the naive, simple. "ptre" capitalism.

1081l.ed enjoyment of Ufa. Man Production is carried on for profit not
J fQd in“8 m hfe- short and perilous for use. There is no provision tha" all those

society ’ V hr°Ugh devotin8 himself to able and wiUing to work will always be in a
The _-c anarchy of capita,*, uTum^d^

society as it exists today is, m my opinion, worker is constantly in fear of losing his
retl?rrZt th> eVif We,see bef°re i°b. Since unemployed and poor i paid

mo,hugef community of producers the workers do not provide a profitable
members of which are unceasingly striving market, the production of consumers'
rnUp?tnVeietCh °the:°f tbe fruits of their goods is restricted, and great Ship is
whole 7n6Sf Î bv f°rCe’ bat ,on the the consequence. Technological progress 
^stabliLd^ ruÏesT^r8 Wlth e8lly frequently results in more unempbymen
pntîro nrnH ♦ In ?18 aspect, the rather than in an easing of the burden of
entire productive capacity that is needed work for all. The profit motive in
addSCcnaV,reUo^ 8°0dS ?S TV* conjunction with competition among
and foC theToit C d? ' may *egallY h0- capitalists, is responsible for an instability
nmnlrL TLPa,rt ®re* the private in the accumulation and utilization of
P FP ?hef l8‘- l- • v capital which leads to increasingly severe
discussion that fallow?" if thu depressions. Unlimited competition leads

a Hhoi who Ho n St CaU t0 3 ,huge waste °f labor, and to that
workers all those who do not share in crippling of the social consciousness of

althZ?hthhiPH0f h® T68"*8 °f Productien - individuals which I mentioned before,
although this does not quite correspond to This crippling of individuals l consider
the customary use of the term. The owner the worst evil of capitalism. Our whole
toDuerc™rseSth°eflaW? “Æ,® P°8iv°n educational system sufferes from this evil.
Rv"n«?no Sfh^he abor p°wcr of the worker. An exaggerated competitive attidue is
By using the means of production, the inculcated into the student, who is trained
worker produces new goods which become to worship acquisitive
n?inPtr«henrty th-he Capitalist' Tïe essential preparation for his furture careers.
J n‘j°U! proce8s 18 thf relation I am convinced there is only one way to
between what the worker produces and eliminate these grave evils namVly
roalvalue "fanf^^ fa®®?1?®11 in terms of through the establishment of a socialist
“fri* ^ who? f?h ®S the,labor contract is economy, accompanied by an educational
tree, what the worker receives is system which would be oriented toward

by fbe real value of the social goals. In such an economy, the
goods he produces, but by his minimum means of production are owned by society
needs and by the capitalists’ requirements itself and are utilized in a planned^ashion
for labor power m relation to the number A planned economy, which adS
imn(^tIntrStnCOmHet?8 i°r+v,’°bS' 14 18 production to the needs of the community.
mportant to understand that even in would distribute the work to be done

theory the payment of the worker is not among all those able to work and would
determined by the value of his product. guarantee a livelihood to every man
rn™Ia. e t ™piJaI , teads t0. become woman, and child. The education of the
concentrated in few hands, partly because individual, in addition to promoting his
of competition among the capitalists, and own innate abilities, would attempt to
p®rtly because technological development develop in him a sense of responsibility for
and the increasing division of labor his fellow men in place of the glorification
encourage the formation of larger units of of power and success in
production at the expense of the smaller society.

The result of these developments is Nevertheless, it is necessary to
an oligarchy of private capital the remember that a planned economy is not
enormous power of which cannot be yet socialism. A planned economy as such
effectively checked even by a democrat- may be accompanied by the complete
ically organized political society. This is enslavement of the individual. The
true since the members of legislative achievement of socialism requires the
bodies are selected by political parties, solution of some extremely difficult
largely financed or otherwise influenced socio-political problems: how is it possible
by private capitalists who, for aU practical in view of the far-reaching centralization
purposes, separate the electorate from the of political and economic power, to prevent
legislature. The consequence is that the bureaucracy from becoming all-powerful
representatives of the peopled not in fact and overweening? How can the rights of
sufficiently protect the interests of the the individual be protected and therewith
u derpnvileged sections of the popula- a democratic counterweight to the

n Ql..t bons. Moreover, under existing conditions, of bureaucracy be assured?
a slight private capitalists inevitably control, Claritv about thp Qnri n,nLi ,
mankind directly or indirectly, the main sources of socialism is of greatest significance tiT °

î .. f , .. , planetary information (press, radio, education). It is age of transition Sinro^ ♦
community of production and consumption. thus extremely difficult, and indeed in most circumstances^ free and
/ I have now reached the point where I cases Quite imnnqsihle far fao c icumsxances, tree and unhinderedmay indicate briefly what to me constitutes citizen^o come to objective conclusions ulfaer8’011 °f Problams has come
the essence of the crisis of our time. It and to make Mgent use of his political fa nH ♦ P f1u tab°°’ 1 consider the
concerns the relationship of the individual rights. 8 P impo^anTpubli^serS8 ^ t0 b® ®°
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i relative
as a pure 

sense. In
It is evident, therefore, that the 

dependence of the individual upon society 
is a fact of nature which cannot be 
abolished - just as in the case of ants and 
bees. However, while the whole life 
process of ants and bees is fixed down to 
the smallest detail by rigid, hereditary 

II instincts, the social pattern and 
I interrelationships of human beings 

very variable and susceptible to change. 
Memory, the capacity to make new 

I combinations, the gift of oral communica- 
I tion have made possible developments 

among human beings which are not 
dictated by biological necessities. Such 
developments manifest themselves in 
traditions, institutions, and organizations;

I in literature; in scientific and engineering 
accomplishments; in works of art. This 
explains how it happens that, in a certain 
sense, man can influence his life through 
his own conduct, and that in this process 
conscious thinking and wanting can play a 
part.

Man acquires at birth, through heredity, 
a biological constitution which 
consider fixed and unalterable, including 
the natural urges which are characteristic 
of the human species. In addition, during 
his lifetime, he acquires a cultural 
constitution which he adopts from society 
through communication and through many 
other types of influences. It is this cultural 
constitution which, with the passage of 
time, is subject to change and which 
determines to a very large extent the 
relationship between the individual and 
society. Modern anthropology has taught 
us, through comparative investigation of 
so-called primitive cultures, that the social 
behavior of human beings may differ 
greatly, depending upon prevailing 
cultural patterns and the types of 
organization which predominate in society. 
It is on this that those who are striving to 
improve the lot of many may ground their 
hopes: human beings are not condemned, 
because of their biological constitution, to 
annihilate each other or to be at the mercy 
of a cruel, self-inflicted fate.

If we ask ourselves how the structure of 
society and the cultural attitude of 
should be changed in order to make human 
life as satisfying as possible, we should 
constantly be conscious of the fact that 
there are certain conditions which 
unable to modify. As mentioned before, the 
biological nature of man is, for all 
practical purposes, not subject to change. 
Furthermore, technological and demo
graphic developments of the last few 
centuries have created conditions which 
are here to stay. In relatively densely 
settled populations with the goods which 
are indispensable to their continued 
existence, an extreme division of labor and 
a highly-centralized productive apparatus 
are absolutely necessary. The time - 
which, looking back, seems so idyllic - is 
gone forever when individuals or relatively, 
small groups could be completely 
self-sufficient. It is only 
exaggeration to say that 
constitutes even now a
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